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“We are All Immunologists Now”
says David Remnick, in The New Yorker, April 13, 2020







• https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/08/covid-19-immunity-is-the-
pandemics-central-mystery/614956/



There’s a joke about immunology, which Jessica Metcalf of Princeton recently told me. An 

immunologist and a cardiologist are kidnapped. The kidnappers threaten to shoot one of them, but 

promise to spare whoever has made the greater contribution to humanity. The cardiologist says, 

“Well, I’ve identified drugs that have saved the lives of millions of people.” Impressed, the 

kidnappers turn to the immunologist. “What have you done?” they ask. The immunologist says, 

“The thing is, the immune system is very complicated …” And the cardiologist says, “Just shoot 

me now.”





Immunology’s Finest Accomplishment so far has been 
Vaccination for prevention of infectious diseases
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Abbas, 2020, 
adapted from 
Ornstein, 2017
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Immunology

• Study of defenses against pathogens, microbes such as 
bacteria, viruses and fungi that cause harm
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Learning Objectives for Week 1

• Learn basic features of immunity: barriers, innate and adaptive 
immunity

• Learn how innate immune cells recognize pathogen associated 
molecular patterns

• Appreciate the diversity of antibodies and T cell receptors and 
understand the role of clonal selection in adaptive immunity

• Learn about where the immune system is

• Learn how Dendritic cells bridge innate and adaptive immunity, 
sensing pathogens  and activating T cells
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We Require Protection from Pathogens
(Microbes that cause harm)

• Bacteria and viruses that can cause damage to your body

• Every organism has a defense system

• Even bacteria are attacked by viruses, so bacteria have anti-viral responses

• Humans have three levels of defense against pathogens

• Barriers

• Innate System

• Adaptive System



Physical Barriers to Entry

• Squamous cells of skin; dead cells pile up into a 
protective barrier

•Mucus that lines points of interaction with the outside 
world, such as respiratory tract and gastrointestinal 
tract

•Ciliated cells move mucus along 
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Potential Sites of Entry for Pathogens
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Two Components of Immune System that attack 
pathogens that breach barriers, Innate and 
Adaptive
• Innate: born with it
• Pathogen recognition and removal components that have evolved against conserved 

aspects of pathogens

• First Responders: Ready immediately; some sentinel cells in tissues

• Does not change much on second exposure to pathogen

• Adaptive: changes across one’s lifetime
• Very specific for novel aspects of pathogens

• Takes time to develop (5-7 days)

• Once activated, it retains memory and provides “immunity”

• Highly interdependent

• Innate cells such as dendritic cells and macrophages initiate an adaptive response

• T cells enhance the effectiveness of macrophages
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Innate Responses
Innate = present from birth

• Evolution of responses to conserved features of pathogens across generations

• Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPS) recognized by Pattern 
Recognition Receptors on immune cells 

• e.g., cell wall components of bacteria recognized by Toll-Like Receptors on 
macrophages

• Calls for First Responders, using cytokines to attract neutrophils and 
macrophages

• These eat the pathogens and release chemicals that kill pathogens in a very 
non-specific way, e.g. hydrogen peroxide



Cells of Innate and adaptive 
immunity

•Adaptive (acquired) immunity:   takes time to develop  

• Innate immunity:  “ready to go”; first responders

Phagocytes: 
Macrophages 
Neutrophils 
Dendritic Cells
(Natural Killer Cells)

Lymphocytes:  
B cells
T cells 18



Innate Immune Cells: 2011 Nobel Prize to 
Beutler/Hoffman for TLRs and Steinman for 
Dendritic Cells
• Charles Janeway proposed in 1989 that innate cells have receptors 

that recognize conserved components of pathogens, “pathogen 
associated molecular patterns” and called the receptors “pattern 
recognition receptors”. Janeway died in 2003.

• Jules Hoffmann discovered in 1996 receptors in fruit flies responsible 
for fighting off fungi, called “Toll receptors.” Bruce Beutler discovered 
a similar receptor in mice in 1998, and called them “Toll-like 
receptors”.

• Ralph Steinman discovered dendritic cells in 1973 and showed how 
they coordinate the activity of T cells
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Tissue resident Macrophages and  Dendritic Cells become activated by tissue damage and by 
microbes to release proinflammatory molecules that cause increased vasodilation and vascular 

leakage which enables circulating immune components to access the site of infection.

Chemokines

Dendritic cell 23



Neutrophils

Dendritic Cells

Macrophages

Mast Cells

Lymphatic Vessel 24



Cells of the Innate System prompt 
selective expansion of particular 
lymphocytes of the adaptive 
system that recognize a piece of 
pathogen 

Meanwhile back in the lymph 
node…..

This process is called Antigen 
Presentation



Where is the immune system?

• In lymphatic organs (bone marrow, thymus, spleen, 
lymph nodes)

• Circulating in the blood

• Circulating through lymphatic vessels

• In non-immune tissues, either resident or moving through

• At interfaces between inside and outside of body
•Within skin, in lung, intestines
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Immune cells distributed throughout the body 
but from common origin

• Made up of cells that originate mostly in the bone marrow

• Hematopoietic Stem Cells in bone marrow give rise to most 
immune cells (brain microglia are an exception)
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Mobility is a Key Aspect of Immune cells

• During development of cells

• Scanning for antigen within lymph nodes

• Looking for infected cells throughout the body

• Sometimes random motion

• Sometimes attracted to a chemical gradient of chemokines
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Immune System is unusual in that a substantial number of the 
cells are not in organs, but are circulating in blood and lymph

• Easy access to blood has facilitated study of the 
immune system
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Ed’s Blood
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Ed’s Leukocytes
(white blood cells)

Lymphocyte

Neutrophil

(Polymorphonuclear cell)
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Leukocyte

Granulocyte
(Polymorphonuclear)

Lymphocyte

T cellB cellNeutrophil Macrophages etc
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AdaptiveInnate



Most Common Leukocytes (White Blood Cells)

• Neutrophils  (40-75%)

• Lymphocytes (20-50%)
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Where are the cells of the immune system?

• Besides Blood, cells also travel in Lymph

• Cells resident in tissues pick up pathogens and travel to 
lymph nodes; some pathogens travel in extracellular fluid by 
bulk flow 
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Janeway, 2017, Fig 
1.18, 
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Janeway, 2017, Fig 
1.18, 
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Lymphocytes: T cells and B cells

• Pieces of pathogen (antigens) are recognized by T cell 
Receptors (TCRs) and B cell receptors (BCRs)
• BCRs are initially on the surface of B cells, later secreted 

into the blood and other fluids as “antibodies”) 
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Adaptive

• B cells and T cells

• Requires time to become effective

• Constantly generating random diversity by gene rearrangements

• Cells whose receptors bind to an antigen proliferate in response to 
binding pathogens (clonal selection)

• Retains memory of pathogen: Second exposure response is higher 
faster stronger
• This memory is what we call “immunity”
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What does it mean to “recognize” something? 
E.g., an antibody recognizes an antigen?

• Recognition occurs at molecular level

• An antibody is a protein, made up of amino acids linked 
together

• The antibody’s strand of amino acids takes on a particular 3-
dimensional shape

• An antigen is anything that stimulates an immune response, 
often a small piece of a pathogen

• The antigen binding region of the antibody is a small region on 
the tips of two arms
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Pause for Questions
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